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1. Introduction

Climate and weather are of extreme importance for the ignition and propagation 
of forest fires.

Fire characteristics such as temperature, intensity and duration, as well as season 
and frequency of fire, have important effects on vegetation response to fire.
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report (IPCC, 2007) suggests that, with global 

warming, forest fires frequency will increase all over the world.

Several studies point that global warming is likely to increase fire frequency and severity

Warmer and drier conditions will increase the forest fire risk inthe region.

In korea, where weather has been found to be the most important factor influencing forest fires

This work is focused in matching forest fire data to meteorological factors which obtained by 

weather stations using Python script and IDW interpolation. 

The forest fire history which consists of specific point of fire location, occurred date, occurred 

time and reason was collected by Korea Forest Research Institute. 

1. Introduction
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High Temp., Dryness on Climate impact recently

High Temperature and continuous drought phenomenon in winter

→ Increase forest fire in Fall/Winter

Increase forest fire occurrence potential by early agricultural activities

Climate Change on Global warming

Increase possibilities of large-sized forest disaster such as forest fire, landslide 

and forest disease/insect. etc.

Needs to develop social disaster prediction techniques

1. Introduction
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2. Advantage of Python

With the addition of the ArcPy module in ArcGIS 10 there is so much more that 

can be done with Python.

If you use python, saves a lot of time is to use ModelBuilder and create a model 

for the desired process.

Therefore python  useful of mass data processing
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3. Method

Extraction Climate value

Separation of 
climate data by 
python script IDW Interpolation

1km×1km Grid

Precipitation map

Temp. map

Fire occurs date

Temperature
Precipitation

Fire Inventory
(’04-’09)

+

Weather station
(469 Points)

outputinput

Precipitation map

Temp. map

Fire occurs date
Calculate & Correlate

Fire occur date 
and precipitation, temperature
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-Aws meteorological 
factors data

-Locate information
of Aws site data

Using Python 
script

Create new daily file
(contains meteorological 

factors and locate 
information)

Separation of the data using by python
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Separation of the data using by python

Aws site

Aws point site matching Coordinate X,Y Between 2005-2009 years separate daily data 
from aws climate data by using python script 

Using python read daily data line format.
To Compare two lines date, and if the different 
date create new file that is contained 
before line daily data   

Fig. location of aws site Fig. Logic of python script Fig. separate daily temperature 
and precipitation data
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Separation of the data; python script
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Interpolation(IDW)

Each daily file

Python script using 
arcpy

(designate each daily 
file coordinate system)

Interpolation(IDW );
Precipitation
temperature

Out put file
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Interpolation(IDW)

Before Interpolation, Using arcpy daily data adjust projection Tokyo To WGS1984,  

Daily precipitation and temperature data interpolation spatial analyst IDW 4years each day
by python script; Cell size 1000, power 2

···

2005-01-01 2005-01-02 2005-01-03 2005-01-04 2005-01-05 2009-12-31

Fig. interpolation of precipitation using IDW 
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Interpolation(IDW); python script
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Extract meteorological factors data

Precipitation

Temperature

- Extract point data fire occurs data
- Fire inventory file add 14 field
- Extract data write each field
- Counting continuous rainless day for 2weeks

- Correlation maximum temperature, 
average temperature with fire occurs date
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Extract point data; python script
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Conclusion

Firstly, meteorological data which includes temperature, precipitation. it was 

interpolated using IDW interpolation. In the case of temperature and precipitation. 

Secondly, these data was extracted by forest fire point according to the spatial 

temporal information using extraction tools in ArcGIS. These processes were 

done by Python Script for automation.
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